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Each engagement exercise is different depending on the decision

or issue at hand ,  the needs of those affected ,  and the time and

resources available to support the process .  As a result ,  there is no

one size fits all engagement ,  and each decision or topic requires

thoughtful consideration of how best to engage in a meaningful

way .  Public engagement efforts should be customized and scaled

based on conditions ,  constraints and impacts .  

Transparent processes and consistent language helps Council ,  staff

and the community have better ,  more consistent conversations

about how ,  when or if ,  public engagement will occur .  

WHY WE ENGAGE
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It is important to ground commitments to public engagement that

will inform decision-making at a local government level in core

values .  The International Association of Public Participation (IAP2)

Core Values are recognized globally and have been adopted by

many Canadian municipalities and public sector agencies ,

including those in the Capital Region .  

These core values help establish clear expectations and strive to

respect the needs of all stakeholders involved in the decision .  The

purpose of these core values is to help make better decisions

which reflect the interests and concerns of potentially affected

people and entities .

CORE VALUES OF PUBLIC

ENGAGEMENT

THE CORE VALUES

Public participation is based on the belief that those who are affected

by a decision have a right to be involved in the decision-making

process. 

Public participation includes the promise that the public’s

contribution will influence the decision. 

Public participation promotes sustainable decisions by recognizing

and communicating the needs and interests of all participants,

including decision makers.

Public participation seeks out and facilitates the involvement of

those potentially affected by or interested in a decision.

Public participation seeks input from participants in designing how 

they participate. 

Public participation provides participants with the information they

need to participate in a meaningful way. 

Public participation communicates to participants how their input

affected the decision.
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DETERMINING  THE  LEVEL  OF

PUBLIC  ENAGEMENT

Each topic or decision requires a different level of public input .

In some cases ,  the public simply requires notification and

updates .  In other cases ,  there may be a complex decision to be

made that requires a lot of information to be shared in a variety

of ways for different perspectives to be captured .  

The Spectrum for Public Participation starts from a level of

inform and progresses to a deeper level of public participation

at empower .  In a local government setting the majority of broad

public engagement is within “Inform – Involve” with advisory

committees and participatory processes falling in the level of

collaborate ,  and referendums ,  elections and voting offering the

greatest of level of public influence ,  at empower ,  Councils ,

elected by the citizenry ,  are one example of empowered public

decision-making .

SPECTRUM  OF  ENGAGEMENT
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When preparing for public engagement ,  it is imperative that the

decision or outcome for the project or initiative is clearly defined

from the outset .  If Council wishes to incorporate public input and

feedback towards a decision ,  public engagement is encouraged .  If

there is no outcome or decision that public input can impact ,

public engagement should not be undertaken and the inform level

of the IAP2 spectrum should be considered .  

When planning for public engagement ,  the community 's role

needs to be clearly defined and communicated to ensure a shared

understanding of the level of engagement that is to be

undertaken .  The IAP2 spectrum will be used to determine what

the level of engagement is and what methods should be

employed .

Staff reports to Council clearly identify what level of engagement

has or will be undertaken .  It should be recognized that public

engagement varies depending on the decision-making matter .  For

example ,  processes such as the development of an Official

Community Plan will require robust public engagement whilst

other processes ,  on the other end of the spectrum ,  may be

restricted by legislation ,  regulation or other identifiable

constraints .

DECISION-ORIENTED AND GOAL

DRIVEN PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
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Once an initial scope has been established for a project with

opportunities for public engagement ,  a detailed communications

and public engagement plan should be developed to outline all

elements of the process .  Having information contained in one

location creates a quick point of reference and ensures that all

aspects of public engagement have been considered .

PLANNING FOR ENGAGEMENT

KEY COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC

ENGAGEMENT  PLAN ELEMENTS
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KEY COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC

ENGAGEMENT  PLAN ELEMENTS



There are a variety of ways to gather feedback and input from

citizens and stakeholders .  Once the level of public engagement

has been identified ,  it ’s important to determine the appropriate

techniques for engaging the public in a meaningful way .

HOW WE ENGAGE
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